
Sculpture? 
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WHAT IS  

Sculpture? 



This is sculpture by Charles and Ray Eames.The Eames  ‘House of
Cards’ was a diversely creative toy which, typical of the Eames’s designs,
aimed at children and adults alike. There were two packs produced. The
first, in 1952, consisted of the ‘pattern deck’ which contained fifty-four

cards with a wide variety of textured and/or colored patterns on the one
side and a black asterisk on the other.

 
What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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In your box you should find:

Tissue Paper
Card - from packing box
Newsprint paper 
Flour / water mix
 (Old School Glue)
Gluestick
PVA
Brown tape
Soap / carving tool

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

 You can now use an extra
resource, the paper Mache
newsstrip to strengthen the
structure. Cut strips and then use
the glue, which ever one that you
prefer to make your sculpture
stronger. 

Try :
Modroc
Paper Mache - traditional using
newsprint and flour and water glue. 
 Lick and stick brown tape.

Making a joining sculpture

You are going to need :
Scissors
Paper 
Card

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

WE CAN ADD COLOUR

AND TEXTURE TO

OUR SCULPTURE .  

EXPER IMENT
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Using the card from the box we can make a
joined sculpture like the one that the 'Eames'
made. Theirs are rectangles but yours can be
any shapes. You can join them with the tape
or use the cocktail sticks for extra strength. 

Take some time to build your
sculpure - it can be
representative or abstracted. 



is a sculptor.  Her sculptures are inspired by nature and
have curved, smooth forms. She often makes a hole in

her sculpture to focus the attention on a view, and frame
it as a picture would. Some of her work is built, joining

peices together as we have just done but some is carved.
Carving is scraping away the material to shape it. We

will have a go at this using soap.

Barbara Hepworth


